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Abstract

If one wants to use logic to build a diagnos�
tic system� then it is not a matter of �just
axiomatising� the domain� we have to un�
derstand how to use logic for diagnosis� We
need some models of what diagnosis is� in or�
der to be able to implement diagnostic sys�
tems� This paper considers � di�erent �log�
ical� de�nitions of diagnosis� Each of these
are presented in a uniform framework of hy�
pothetical reasoning where the user provides
the possible hypotheses� These are compared
as to the sort of knowledge that we need to
provide them� and in their expressibilty� It
seems as though there is no one framework
which can claim to be the logical de�nition
of diagnosis�

Each of these approaches has been imple�
mented in the Theorist system� and used on a
number of domains� This paper concentrates
on the case where we have fault models�

� Introduction

Diagnosis is a problem of trying to �nd what is wrong
with some system based on knowledge about the de�
sign	structure of the system� possible malfunctions
that can occur in the system and observations 
symp�
toms� evidence� made of the behaviour of the system�
There seems to be three predominant approaches to

the problem of diagnosis�

� minimising assumptions of abnormal compo�
nents that are consistent with all knowledge
and observations �Reiter��� de Kleer��� Davis���
Genesereth����

�� abductive diagnosis� �nding a set of causes
which can imply the observations �PGA��� Cox���
Reggia����

�� rule�based diagnosis� where we have a set of
symptom�cause rules� and want to determine
what malfunctions we can predict based on the
evidence �Buchanan��� Pearl��a��

These seem to be few comparisons of these dis�
cussing how they can be used to perform diagnosis�
what assumptions about the sorts of knowledge they
each use� in what ways they are similar and di�er�
ent� Other comparisons of diagnostic procedures 
eg��
�Ramsey��� Koton���� have been more concerned with
informal analysis of how they worked on a few exam�
ples� rather than comparing underlying assumptions�
This paper is an attempt to �ll this void�
As a point of terminology� I will refer to an approach

to diagnosis as an abstract idea behind a form of diag�
nosis 
eg�� the idea of abductive diagnosis�� a theory of
diagnosis as a speci�cation of the formal de�nition of
diagnosis 
eg� �Reggia���� �Cox��� and �PGA��� each
specify di�erent theories of abduction�� and a system
as any implementation of a theory� We would like to
talk of properties of all implementations of a particular
theory� once we know what is the correct speci�cation
of diagnosis is 
or at least what the tradeo�s are� then
we can concentrate on computing it e�ciently�

� The Theorist Framework

Theorist �Poole��� PGA��� is a theory and implemen�
tation of default and abductive reasoning� It is based
on a restricted form of hypothetical reasoning� namely
where the user provides the system with a set possible
hypotheses they are prepared to accept in an explana�
tion as to why something may be true�
This formalism is suited to the task of understand�

ing diagnostic tasks as it allows for default and abduc�
tive reasoning in a uniform� formal framework� Each
of the three sorts of reasoning is easily expressible in
the Theorist framework� Note that a commitment to
the Theorist framework is not a commitment to any
particular control structure 
search strategy��
The Theorist system is provided with two sets of

�rst order formulae�

F is a set of closed formulae called the facts� These
are intended to be true in the world being mod�
elled�

H is a set of formulae which act as possible hypothe�
ses� any ground instance of which can be hypoth�
esised if consistent�



De�nition ��� a scenario of A�H is a set D � A
where D is a set of ground instances of elements of H
such that D �A is consistent�

That is� a scenario is any consistent set of assump�
tions�

De�nition ��� If g is a closed formula then an ex�
planation of g from A�H is a scenario of A�H which
implies g�

That is� g is explainable from A�H if there is a set
D of ground instances of elements of H such that

A �D j� g and
A �D is consistent

A �D is an explanation of g�

De�nition ��� an extension of A�H is the set of
logical consequences of a maximal 
with respect to set
inclusion� scenario of A�H�

In �Poole��� the correspondence between this def�
inition of extensions and the de�nition of �Reiter���

where � � H corresponds to the default � ��� in
�Reiter���� is proved�

� The Diagnostic Models

Any diagnosis system requires knowledge about the
domain of diagnosis and observations of the actual ar�
tifact we are diagnosing� The sort of knowledge that
is required can be divided into�

domain model which describes the structure of the
system� how normal components work� how ab�
normal components work� and how faults mani�
fest themselves� In all of the systems these will
correspond to statements which are constrained
to be true of the artifact being diagnosed 
i�e��
we have enough caveats to make them facts� eg��
by saying �if this component is normal and this
other component has such and such a fault which
is acting normally for that fault then ��� ���

observations is the set of observations made of the
actual artifact we are diagnosing�

normality assumptions are hypotheses that some
component is working correctly�

abnormality assumptions are
hypotheses that some component is not working
correctly� This can be seen as the negation of a
normality assumption�

fault assumptions are assumptions of some particu�
lar fault or disease� There may be many di�erent
faults possible for an abnormality� and one fault
may imply many components are abnormal� A
fault can often be seen as a cause for why some
components are acting abnormally�

We �rst begin with our three de�nitions of diagno�
sis� together with their translation into the Theorist
framework�

De�nition ��� A diagnosis� is minimal set of ab�
normality assumptions such that the observations
are consistent with all other components acting
normally�Reiter����

In terms of the Theorist framework�

F is the domainmodel together with the observations�

H is the set of normality assumptions�

a diagnosis corresponds to an extension 
in particu�
lar� the set of abnormality assumptions in an ex�
tension� �Reiter��� theorem ����

De�nition ��� A diagnosis� is a minimal set of as�
sumptions which implies the observations �PGA����

In terms of the Theorist framework�

F is the domain model�

H is the set of normality assumptions and fault as�
sumptions�

a diagnosis is an explanation of the observations�

De�nition ��� A diagnosis� is a set of fault condi�
tions 
possible malfunctions� which can be explained
from structure and the observations�

In terms of the Theorist framework�

F is the domainmodel together with the observations�

H is a set symptom�cause rules� By being part
of the possible hypotheses� these act as defaults
�Poole����

a diagnosis is the set of fault assumptions that can
be explained�

� Using the Diagnosis Systems

��� What sort of knowledge is required�

Before we can do any detailed comparisons of the di�
agnostic theories we need to consider how one would
go about applying each diagnostic system to solving
problems�
There seems to be two extremes as to the sort of

knowledge that one may have of a domain�

� We have knowledge about how components are
structured and work normally� There is no knowl�
edge as to how malfunctions occur and manifest
themselves� The system is described totally in
terms of normality conditions�

�� We have just information on faults 
diseases� and
their symptoms� and want to account for the ab�
normal observations �Reggia����

It is instructive to examine how both normality con�
dition and fault models can be used by each of the
diagnostic systems� In this paper we concentrate on
how fault models can be used by each of the diagnos�
tic theories�



��� Causes and Symptoms

As part of the terminology for talking about the do�
main� I will use the terms �causes� and �symptoms��
Causes can be seen as reasons why the symptom oc�
curred� In this paper we are not assuming any theory
of causality� a theory of causality is imposed by the
builder of the knowledge base 
the person who mod�
els the system being diagnosed�� We want to allow
as much �exibility as possible in the interpretation of
these terms�
Note that the terms �cause� and �symptom� are in�

ternal and local terms� It is quite conceivable 
and
indeed very common� that something is seen as both a
cause for some symptom� and something which needs
to be explained as a symptom� For example� we may
see someone coughing 
a symptom� and have as a
cause� that the person has a sore throat� We may then
have a viral infection as the cause for the symptom of
sore throat�
I will use the terms of �base cause� for the causes

which don�t need any further explanation 
it is up to
the user to determine what these are�� and �observed
symptom�
or just �observation� for the symptomthat
we actually have observed�

��� Fault Models

Diagnosis is de�ned in terms of normality assump�
tions rather than in terms of fault models� The other
two diagnostic models are in terms of fault models�
Before we can o�er a detailed comparison� we have to
consider how we could incorporate fault models into
diagnosis��

To add fault models to diagnosis� there is the ques�
tion of what should be minimised 
its negation as�
sumed� and maximised 
assumed�� There seems to
be two alternatives

� to maximise normality and minimise abnormality
and to let fault assumptions be minimised as a
side e�ect of minimising abnormality� Faults in
this model are just incidental to the diagnosis�
and can only be used to rule out abnormalities as
there may be no cause for that abnormality�

�� to assume the negation of a fault assumption as a
possible hypothesis� This is� in fact what is done
in �Reiter��� to model the generalised set covering
model of �Reggia���� In this paper I assume that
this is the approach taken�

It is important to note that the diagnoses are the
faults that can be proven from the assumption that
other faults are absent �Reiter��� proposition �����

�It should be emphasised here that what I mean as an
abnormality is a statement that some component is not
working correctly� One reading of Reiter�s paper is that an
abnormality is whatever we are minimising� I use a more
precise de�nition�

��� Representing Causes

First let us examine how we can represent and reason
about fault models in each of the systems� Fault mod�
els are closely related to �nding what is causing the
problems being manifested�
We �rst want to consider the question what sort of

knowledge is required� We consider each of the diag�
nostic theories in turn�

� In diagnosis� we have to prove an abnormality

maybe based on other assumptions�� Thus the
sort of knowledge we need is of the form obs� ab

or �ab� predn��

Knowledge of the form ab � symptoms cannot
be used to conclude 
or hypothesise� some abnor�
mality� it can only be used to rule out a possible
cause�

In terms of faults we have to specify conditions
to be met before we can conclude a fault 
as we
have to end up proving a fault from the assump�
tion of the absence of other faults�� The possible
hypotheses are the negations of the base causes�

�� In diagnosis�� the sort of knowledge we need is
that from some explanation we can prove the ob�
servations� Thus the sort of knowledge is of the
form fault� symptoms� The base faults become
the possible hypotheses�

�� In diagnosis�� we have to explain a fault� Thus
the sort of knowledge is of the form obs � ab�
usually with default status 
i�e�� it is a possible
hypothesis��

If c�� ���� cn are the possible causes we are prepared to
accept as an explanation of why symptom s occurred
then for each of the systems we give knowledge

� For diagnosis we have as a fact or a default s�
c� � ��� � cn� That is� if we have symptom s then
it is inconsistent that they do not have any of the
ci�

�� In diagnosis�� the sort of knowledge we need is
stating that from some explanation we can prove
the observations� Thus the sort of knowledge is
of the form ci � s 
this can either be a fact or a
possible hypothesis��

�� For diagnosis�� we represent s � ci as a default�
If we observe s then this� by default� is evidence
for ci�

Example ��� Consider representing the following
knowledge about how aching elbows and aching hands
could be caused�

tennis�elbow causes aching�elbow
dishpan�hands causes aching�hands
arthritis causes both aching�elbow and
aching�hands



Consider how such knowledge can be expressed so
that it can be used by each of the diagnostic systems�

� For diagnosis� we can represent the above knowl�
edge by having

H � f �tennis�elbow��dishpan�hands��arthritisg

F � f aching�elbow� tennis�elbow� arthritis�

aching�hands � dishpan�hands � arthritisg

If we observe aching�elbow then it must have been
caused by either tennis�elbow or by arthritis�

�� For diagnosis�� we have

H � f tennis�elbow� dishpan�hands� arthritisg

F � f tennis�elbow� aching�elbow�

dishpan�hands � aching�hands�

arthritis� aching�elbow � aching�handsg

Thus we are representing the causal knowledge as
implications�

�� For diagnosis�� we have the following evidential
rules�

H � f aching�elbow� tennis�elbow�

aching�hands � dishpan�hands�

aching�elbow� arthritis�

aching�hands � arthritisg


or� perhaps� the last one should be aching�elbow
� aching�hands � arthritis�� Thus tennis�elbow
causes aching�elbow and so aching�elbow is� by de�
fault 
i�e�� unless there are other reasons for ruling
it out� evidence for tennis�elbow�

Suppose we observe aching�elbow� consider what we
conclude from each of the diagnosis systems�

� There are two extensions� one containing

f�tennis�elbow��dishpan�hands� arthritisg

and one containing

ftennis�elbow��dishpan�hands��arthritisg

�� to explain aching�elbow we have two explanations�

ftennis�elbowg
farthritisg

�� We can explain tennis�elbow� and arthritis� Here
there is one extension� containing

ftennis�elbow� arthritisg

Consider observing aching�elbow�aching�hands� In
this case we conclude from each of the diagnosis sys�
tems�

� There are two extensions� one containing

f�tennis�elbow��dishpan�hands� arthritisg

and one containing

ftennis�elbow� dishpan�hands��arthritisg

�� to explain aching�hands�aching�elbow we have
two explanations�

ftennis�elbow� dishpan�hands g
farthritisg

�� We can explain tennis�elbow� dishpan�hands and
arthritis� Here there is one extension� containing

ftennis�elbow� dishpan�hands� arthritisg

This example can be very instructive on the di�er�
ences between the diagnostic systems� The extensions
of diagnosis and the explanations of diagnosis� seem
to be very similar 
in section ��� this equivalence is
spelled out in greater detail�� Diagnosis� seems to be
the odd one out� in diagnosis� we lost the structure of
the evidence� this turns out to be a general trend�

��� Ruling out Causes

What sort of knowledge do we need to rule out par�
ticular causes from consideration� For example ruling
out sulphuric acid as a pollutant of a stream because
there is no sulphates in the water samples�
To have this sort of knowledge in any of the systems

we need to have knowledge of the form

evidence � �cause

These are �causal rules� because they give the implica�
tion of the symptoms from the causes� This is the sort
of knowledge that diagnosis� needed in the �rst place�
but is the opposite sort of implication than I claimed
before that was needed in diagnosis or diagnosis��
Thus it seems as though in a system for diagnosis or
diagnosis� one needs both causal rules and evidential
rules�
Thus if c�� ���� cn are the possible causes of s� then

diagnosis� needs knowledge of the form

c� � s� ���� cn� s

whereas diagnosis needs that knowledge as well as
knowledge of the form

s� c� � ���� cn

Of course� there is much more subtlety in the sort of
knowledge used by each system� It is however instruc�
tive to consider an idealised �standard� case� and then
to consider how each of them can deviate from the
standard case�

��	 Standard Propositional case

The standard case we will consider �rst is where all of
the knowledge is propositional and the symptoms of
the diseases are de�nite 
i�e�� a cause always causes
some symptom�� and we have complete knowledge�
From understanding this simple case� we can then
learn about more complicated cases�
Suppose that for possible symptom s� we have causes

c�� ���� cn 
each of these can be a conjunction of base



causes or even other non�base causes� which themselves
have to be explained��
As discussed above� the sort of knowledge that we

need for diagnosis is of the form s � c� � ��� � cn in
order to conclude a cause� together with ci � s for
each i in order to rule out possible causes� Thus it is
of the form

s � c� � ���� cn

The sort of knowledge we need for diagnosis� is of
the form


c� � s� � ���� 
cn � s�

Notice that the �rst looks just like the completion

in terms of �Clark���� of the second� It will turn out
to be closely related� but there are two important dif�
ferences

� If c is a basic cause� then we don�t want to com�
plete it� There may not be any formulae which
imply c� but we do not want to then say that c is
false 
as we would in the full completion��

�� We are not only working with what �Lloyd��� calls
�program statements�� we want to be able to say
that someone does not have some symptom� this
can then be used to prune our set of explanations�
We thus have explicit negation and not just nega�
tion as failure�

If we have F as the facts and H as the possible
hypotheses for diagnosis�� then de�ne the completion
of F with respect to H to be the F together with� for
each a which is not an element of H� the formulae
a� c� � ���� cn� where 
c� � a�� ���� 
cn � a� is the
set of formulae in F which imply a�
Each of the diagnostic system can however express

more subtlety than the form given above� For diagno�
sis� we do not have to state the logical equivalence be�
tween the symptom and the disjunct of possible causes
For example� we may say that some cause could pos�
sibly have caused a symptom� but the symptom is not
a necessary part of that cause� Without this sort of
knowledge we can never prune the set of symptoms
based on missing symptoms� This can be expressed in
diagnosis� by making the implication c� s as a pos�
sible hypothesis which can be hypothesised to explain
s 
but is not used to reject c if we can show �s��
Thus if c�� ���� cn are the possible causes of symptom

s� then diagnosis would represent this as s� c�� ����
cn� and for each ci for which s is a necessary symptom�
we have ci � s as a fact� Diagnosis� would represent
this as ci � s being a fact if s is a necessary symptom
of ci� and ci � s as a possible hypothesis otherwise�
Any other relationship between the two 
eg�� a cause
implying a disjunct of symptoms� would be added as
facts to each of these�
Under these conditions it turns out that the diag�

noses are identical� We assume that the knowledge
bases are in their simplest form� where there are no

causality loops� This seems like a reasonable assump�
tion for cases where we are axiomatising causality�

Theorem ��� If K is the knowledge base for diag�
nosis�� and K� is the corresponding knowledge base
for diagnosis�� then the diagnoses using diagnosis�
from K� are identical to the diagnoses using diagno�
sis� from K�

Proof
 This is proven by induction on the
number of atomic symbols in the knowledge
base�

If there is only one atomic symbol� a� that is
observed� then there are two cases to consider

� it is a basic cause� In this case� if its
negation is provable fromK� then there
are no diagnoses in either case� Other�
wise� in both cases there is the diagnosis
fag�

�� it is not a basic cause� In this case� if it
is provable from K�� then we have the
empty diagnosis for each system� If it is
not provable from K�� then there is no
diagnosis for diagnosis K�� and in K�
there must be the fact a � false 
as
there is nothing to prove a�� so K is
inconsistent with the observation a� so
there again is no diagnosis�

Suppose that s�� ���� sn are our symptoms to
be explained� If n � �� the empty diagnosis
is a diagnosis for each system� If s� is not a
base cause� there will be a 
possibly empty�
set of rules ci � s� in K�� Now consider K��

which is K� with these rules removed� and
K� as K with the corresponding rules and
the completion rule removed� Consider the
explanations of the symptoms ci� s�� ���� sn for
each i� We have thus created a system with
one less atomic symbol 
we have removed all
rules about s��� By the inductive assump�
tion� the diagnoses from K� and K�� are
identical� Suppose� that for each i� these are
Di
�
� ���� Di

ki� The diagnoses of s�� ���� sn from
K� consist of the subset of these that are con�
sistent 
as each diagnosis must prove all of
the goals�� These could only be inconsistent
by those rules of the form ci � s� that are
facts� These are also inconsistent withK 
as
K� � K�� and so are not diagnoses using di�
agnosis� In K is the rule s� � c�� ���� cm�
and so we have s� �

W
fi�jgD

i
j � and so s� im�

plies the disjunct of all of those that are con�
sistent� and so each minimal Di

j that is con�
sistent is a diagnosis 
as we can prove that�
from the assumption that all other causes are
absent� that diagnosis��

�



Di�erences still arises if the sort of knowledge is not
of the form of our standard case� It is important to
note how the standard case works when there is no
possible causes of a symptom� In the analysis above�
for diagnosis�� this means that we cannot explain the
symptom� for the representation for diagnosis we have
stated that the symptom could not occur 
it implies
the empty disjunction� which is false��
Di�erences still arise� for example if the knowledge

base contains ab a�ab b� and there are no observations�
In diagnosis�� if there are no observations� then there
is always the empty diagnosis if the knowledge base is
consistent� For diagnosis� there is no distinction be�
tween the general knowledge and the observations� and
so there is nothing special about the relationship be�
tween the observations of the artifact being diagnosed
and the diagnoses� In the case with ab a � ab b as the
knowledge base� there are two diagnoses 
fab ag and
fab bg�� even with no observations� Why and how one
may want to exploit such distinctions is still an open
question�

��� Pearl�s example

Example ��� Pearl� Pearl �Pearl��a� p� ��� gives
the following example 
in the context of diagnosis��
to argue that there should be a distinction between
causal rules and evidential rules� Here we show how
the problems he was trying to solve in diagnosis� do
not arise in diagnosis and diagnosis��
The knowledge we want to represent is of the form

rained�last�night causes grass�is�wet�
sprinkler�was�on causes grass�is�wet�
grass�is�wet causes grass�is�cold�and�shiny�
grass�is�wet causes shoes�are�wet�

Each of the diagnosis systems would represent this
knowledge as

� For diagnosis� we would represent this as

F � f grass�is�wet �
sprinkler�was�on
�rained�last�night�

grass�is�wet � grass�is�cold�and�shiny�

grass�is�wet � shoes�are�wetg

H � f �rained�last�night� �sprinkler�was�ong

�� For diagnosis�� we would represent the same
knowledge as

F � f rained�last�night� grass�is�wet�

sprinkler�was�on� grass�is�wet�

grass�is�wet�
grass�is�cold�and�shiny
�shoes�are�wetg

H � f rained�last�night� sprinkler�was�ong

�� For diagnosis�� we would represent the same
knowledge as

H � f rained�last�night� grass�is�wet�

sprinkler�was�on� grass�is�wet�

grass�is�wet� sprinkler�was�on�

grass�is�wet� rained�last�night�

grass�is�wet� grass�is�cold�and�shiny�

grass�is�cold�and�shiny� grass�is�wet�

grass�is�wet� shoes�are�wet�

shoes�are�wet� grass�is�wetg

Suppose that we observe that it rained last night�
then for each of the systems we get

� there is one extension containing

frained�last�night��sprinkler�was�ong

From this we can prove that the grass is wet� that
the grass is cold and shiny and that my shoes are
wet�

�� there is one explanation of rained�last�night�
namely

frained�last�nightg

From this we can prove that the grass is wet� that
the grass is cold and shiny and that my shoes are
wet�

�� we can explain everything� including that the
sprinkler was on last night� �Pearl��a� attributes
this problem to not distinguishing between evi�
dential and causal rules� I would claim that it is
a �aw in the idea of diagnosis��

If we had instead observed that the grass is cold and
shiny� then we get�

� there are two extensions�

frained�last�night� �sprinkler�was�ong

f�rained�last�night� sprinkler�was�ong

�� there are two explanations

frained�last�nightg

fsprinkler�was�ong

�� we can explain both rained�last�night and
sprinkler�was�on�

From all of these we can predict that my shoes are wet�

� Uncertainty

The analysis we have considered about diagnostic the�
ories is orthogonal to the problem as to what is a �bet�
ter� diagnosis�
All three of these diagnostic systems have been im�

bued with uncertainty calculus� In particular each of
them has had a probability measure associated with
them� For example �de Kleer��� associates a condi�
tional probability with a candidate� �Neufeld��� asso�
ciates a conditional probability with an explanation�



the evidential rules of �Pearl��a� can be seen as being
derived from conditional probabilities �Pearl��b��
The interesting thing about this is that none of the

methods have a special claim to be the approach sanc�
tioned by probability� Each of them speci�es a dif�
ferent set of formulae we want to get the probability
of�

� Conclusion

In this paper I have examined three di�erent ways to
think about diagnosis� It seems as though there is no
right or wrong de�nition of diagnosis� Which is better
depend on which one thinks contains a more natural
representation of the systems being diagnosed�
It was shown that for the propositional case using

fault models� that two of the diagnostic systems were
essentially equivalent� A few di�erences were�

� In diagnosis we have to explicitly make the com�
plete knowledge assumption� we could not use the
system if we did not enumerate the list of possible
causes� For diagnosis�� we did not need to make
any such assumption� If we wanted to interpret
the set of diagnoses as covering then we needed to
have a complete knowledge assumption� but there
was nothing in the formalism nor in the way that
it is used that forces us to interpret the set of
diagnoses as covering�

�� The sort of knowledge for diagnosis� is much more
modular than that for diagnosis� It seems as
though we are more likely to have information of
the symptoms of diseases than have knowledge of
what are all of the possible causes of some symp�
tom� Diagnosis requires all of the knowledge ini�
tially� and adding new knowledge requires debug�
ging of the knowledge base� rather than just the
modular addition of knowledge�

�� diagnosis requires us to make assumptions that
are irrelevant to the observations� for example�
when we observed aching elbow in example ���
the the diagnosis assumed that we did not have
an aching elbow� This can be �xed up� by con�
sidering the diagnoses as the generators of all su�
persets of the diagnoses 
as in �de Kleer����� but
then the de�nition seems to be di�erent to that
given in �Reiter����

�� One of the requirements of a logical de�nition
of diagnosis� is that we do not want to have to
write as facts things which are not true of the
intended interpretation� In this respect� diagno�
sis� fares much better than diagnosis� In diag�
nosis we have to make the complete knowledge
assumption in writing down what was true about
the domain� as opposed to making the complete
knowledge assumption only in how the diagnoses
are interpreted 
as in diagnosis���

From the analysis in example �� and example ����
it seems as though there is something wrong with di�
agnosis�� It loses the structure in the problem� and
does not allow a natural interpretation of the results�
Work like �Pearl��a� may �x up the problems� but it
is not clear that it is worth patching up�
This paper is not intended to be a de�nitive compar�

ison of the diagnostic paradigms� There are a number
of cases which still need to be considered� including
the case with variables� the case where we observe a
system with inputs as well as outputs� the problem
of discriminating between diagnoses� and empirical re�
sults as to how they each perform in practice� More
work needs to be done� and more work is under way�
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